
Item no.: 374619

BMT SAND SET, DRILL, RAKE, SHOVEL

from 9,56 EUR
Item no.: 374619

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: dantoy

Product Description
The sand and digging set, consisting of a rake, shovel and sand drill, can offer both young and old entertaining and challenging playtime fun and at the same time promote motor
skills and digging techniques of all kinds. The rake can be used to create fine patterns and the other utensils can be used to dig deep, wide and narrow. The set from Blue Marine
Toys, like all the other toys in this series, is made from recycled plastic, which comes from maritime equipment such as nets, trawls and ropes. These leftover materials are
processed into toys in the Danish town of Hobro as a preventative measure to reduce the amount of marine waste in the oceans. The rake, shovel and drill from the Blue Marine
series invite you to play with sand and water in nature - a nature that we must take special care of and protect. The set is a Danish-made toy from dantoy, made from recycled
material left over from maritime use. The set consists of 3 utensils for digging in pretty blue marine colours, which may vary slightly in shade due to the material.The sand and
digging set from the maritime universe of dantoy, Blue Marine Toys, offers plenty of opportunities for sensory stimulating play and exploration in nature - especially in the sandpit,
where these utensils can challenge and optimise the digging techniques of young and old.
Details- From 2 years- 3 parts- Sustainable toy made from recycled materials from the fishing sector- Produced in Denmark- Contains no harmful substances- Machine washable
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